
Academic 
Achievement 
Assessment

How to Interpret Results to Determine 
Eligibility and Target Intervention and Goals

Who is in the room 
today?

Link to Video

Jana Parker
● School Psychologist 2006-2018

○ PreK-12
● School Neuropsych Cert 2010
● LEP 2011
● Private Practice at a clinic 2013-2019
● Program Specialist 2018-2022
● Mind by Design, Inc. 2020-now
● Empower LEP 2022

https://youtu.be/2iV6swUUo4I


Find me at:
www.empowerlep.com
jana@empowerlep.com

www.themindbydesign.com

Agenda
● Understanding academic achievement
● Data for evaluations
● Processing and achievement tests 
● Case study
● Using data to drive accommodations, goals, and 

services
● Your role as the school psychologist

Why do I need to understand Academic 
Achievement?

● Cognitive Processing = WHY
● Academic Achievement = WHAT
● Explain WHY the WHAT exists
● Early career versus later career school psychology
● Determining eligibility is NOT ENOUGH

http://www.empowerlep.com
mailto:jana@empowerlep.com
http://www.themindbydesign.com


What do we need to know about academic 
achievement?
● Standardized data versus classroom performance
● Where is the student underperforming?

○ Subject areas
● Executive function impact
● Gather all information that will help us understand 

the student’s functional academic performance

Achievement results should include…
● Standardized assessment

○ Scores and description of performance
● Observations during testing
● Classroom observations (especially in classes or subjects where 

student is struggling)
● Curriculum-based measures 

○ Classroom tests and work samples
● Intervention data (if there is any)
● State testing scores
● History of achievement

○ What do past report cards say?

Achievement Responsibility

Special education 
teachers

Who administers 
achievement 

testing?
YOU!!

The school psychologist 

Who is responsible for 
eligibility and 

explaining the meaning 
of assessment results?



Standardized Measures (common tests)
Woodcock Johnson Tests of Achievement, Fourth Edition (WJ IV)

Wechsler Individual Achievement Test, Fourth Edition (WIAT 4)

Kaufman Tests of Educational Achievement, Third Edition (KTEA 3)

Achievement tests are improving but still lack consistency with common core 
standards/expectations

● Why is this important?
○ You may get average achievement scores but weak classroom 

performance
○ Think about the reasons this might happen (curriculum, executive 

function, etc)

If test scores are discrepant…
● Do more investigation
● Do more assessment?
● Use informal measures (work samples, 

classroom tests, etc.)

How do our tests overlap?



Similarities between “Processing” and 
“Achievement” tests
● Reading
● Math
● Writing

● Are our tests really measuring what we think they are 
measuring?

● Can we explain this to our stakeholders?

Example:  Orthographic Choice (WIAT 4)
“The orthographic choice subtest is designed to measure orthographic 
knowledge, or the quality of an examinee’s stored orthographic 
representations.  For each item, examinees vie three choices of letter strings 
and then touch the one that is spelled correctly.”

“Strong performance on OC suggests that orthographic learning has taken 
place and if performance on Spelling is poor, recognition can be used as a 
strategy to aid recall spelling.  Poor performance on OC suggests a weakness in 
orthographic knowledge and likely limits to the orthographic lexicon, which 
may be due to lack of print exposure or a weakness in orthographic learning.  
Poor performance on both may indicate a more severe deficit in the quality of 
orthographic knowledge.”

Link to article

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EqXblePq9IJMfUnAgcznjlRtvWGMbxWaMPGIfQVvbwo/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7428840/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FIlNEgMItho


● 14 years old
● New schools
● Distance Learning
● History of anxiety, SIB, restrictive eating 
● Decent grades but extra help
● Personality
● Perception of challenges
● 504 Plan
● Thinks she has “dyslexia”

Case Study:  Maggie

Core Achievement Scores KTEA 3

Take a closer look….

Decoding
Comprehension
Fluency
Orthography

Break it Down
Decoding Composite 86
Letter Word Recognition 83
Nonsense Word Decoding 91
Reading Fluency Comp 85
Silent Reading Fluency 95
Word Recognition Fl 78
Decoding Fluency 91
Comprehension Comp 89
Reading Comprehension 97
Listening Comprehension  84
Orthographic Composite 76
Spelling 95
Letter Naming 68
Word Recognition Fl 78

KTEA 3 Scores



WIAT 4 and FAR Scores

Reading Fluency 87
Oral Reading Fluency 86
Orthographic Fluency 89
Decoding Fluency 93

Orthographic Choice 75

WIAT 4

Fluency Composite 59
Rapid Auto Naming 51
Verbal Fluency 93
Visual Perception 66
Irregular Word Reading Fl 89
Orthographical Proc. 56

FAR

TAPS 4 Scores
Phonological Processing Index 83

Word Discrimination 7

Phonological Deletion 7

Phonological Blending 6

Auditory Memory Index 95
Listening Comprehension Index 85

Look at the whole picture

Reading Test Table for Maggie

● What do we see?
● Is there a “processing weakness?”
● Is there an “achievement weakness?”

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nKifsd9sh-I601SxsotAxCWmRMZDwJQdyOuwU5DuBZY/edit?usp=sharing


More scores worth mention…
TONI 4 98
WISC V Visual Spatial 100
CAS2 Attention 61
WISC V Fluid Reasoning 76
WISC V Working Memory 76
WISC V Processing Speed 63

Clinical Diagnoses and Eligibility
DSM 5
● ADHD Inattentive, mild
● SLD with impairment in reading, moderate (dyslexia)
● Generalized Anxiety Disorder

Ed Code
● SLD?
● OHI?
● Does she need special education services?



As a School Psychologist…

● Use only grades and 
standardized testing

● Gate keep
● Talk about the 

probability of 
eligibility before 
assessing

● At this school we 
have…

Don’t

● Look beyond test 
scores and grades

● In depth interviews
● Individualize 
● Think outside of the 

box

Do 

Use data to inform goals and services
● The most meaningful thing you can provide in assessment is 

NOT establishing eligibility.  It is a roadmap to effective 
intervention.

● Intervention strategies are based on the achievement issue you 
find.

● Your assessment should be used to inform intervention.

● Interventions could include instruction in achievement but also 
in executive skills (and more).

● You may need to empower your special education teacher.

For Maggie I recommended:
● Assessment for special education

○ Consider SLD and OHI
● SAI content classes?
● Study Skills class?
● Counseling?
● Accommodations
● Community Specialist Support (reading intervention, build strategies 

for learning and comprehension
● Consult with a doctor for medication
● Therapy
● Wellness (sleep, exercise nutrition, screentime)



What’s happening now:
● At school….

○ 504 for now
● Reading specialist
● Spanish and math tutor

After 3 days on medication…

“
I feel like I have new ears.  I 
didn’t know my ears were 
cloudy but I can hear all the 
important things the teacher 
says and I feel like I’m smarter.”

—Maggie

● Achievement is more than core subtests
● Take a deeper look at the data
● Help your special educators 
● Be an advocate even if it doesn’t mean special ed
● You will help make a difference

Takeaways



Find me at:
www.empowerlep.com
jana@empowerlep.com

www.themindbydesign.com

http://www.empowerlep.com
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